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Gauge invariance of excitonic linear and nonlinear optical response
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We study the equivalence of four different approaches to calculate the excitonic linear and nonlinear optical
response of multiband semiconductors. These four methods derive from two choices of gauge, i.e., length and
velocity gauges, and two ways of computing the current density, i.e., direct evaluation and evaluation via the
time-derivative of the polarization density. The linear and quadratic response functions are obtained for all methods
by employing a perturbative density-matrix approach within the mean-field approximation. The equivalence of
all four methods is shown rigorously, when a correct interaction Hamiltonian is employed for the velocity gauge
approaches. The correct interaction is written as a series of commutators containing the unperturbed Hamiltonian
and position operators, which becomes equivalent to the conventional velocity gauge interaction in the limit of
infinite Coulomb screening and infinitely many bands. As a case study, the theory is applied to hexagonal boron
nitride monolayers, and the linear and nonlinear optical response found in different approaches are compared.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.97.205432
I. INTRODUCTION
The optical response of crystals provides valuable infor-
mation about material properties, e.g.„ important features of
the band structure [1,2]. The response can be characterized
by the linear response as well as diverse nonlinear ones, e.g.,
second/third harmonic generation, optical rectification, etc.
[1]. Theoretically, accurate estimates of optical response func-
tions based on the material band structure are highly desirable,
since they can offer important insights for experiments and
device applications. Nowadays, perturbative calculations of
linear and nonlinear optical response functions are routinely
performed in the independent-particle approximation (IPA), in
which the electron-hole interaction is simply ignored, e.g., see
Refs. [3–11] (and references therein). However, it is well
known that including the electron-hole interaction, i.e., ex-
citonic effects, can have a significant influence on the optical
response of solids [12–16]. In particular, excitons dramatically
modify the optical response of low-dimensional systems, in-
cluding carbon nanotubes [17,18], and two-dimensional (2D)
materials such as hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) [19–22] and
transition-metal dichalcogenides [23–27] due to the reduced
screening and enhanced confinement of electrons. Typically,
excitons affect the linear response by introducing strong reso-
nances inside the band gap and renormalizing the continuum
part of the spectrum [19,28]. Regarding the nonlinear optical
response, a few theoretical studies have been done both on bulk
[29,30] and 2D materials [19,23,31], which show that complex
modifications of the spectra occur due to excitons.
From a theoretical point of view, the optical response
should, in principle, be independent of the chosen electro-
magnetic gauge. However, in practice, the choice of elec-
tromagnetic gauge, e.g., the so-called length and velocity
*ata@nano.aau.dk
gauges, influences the results due to various approximations
[32–41]. Formally, it is straightforward to show that the wave
functions in the length and velocity gauges are related via a
time-dependent unitary transformation [32]. The unitary trans-
formation converts the length gauge (LG) Hamiltonian to its
equivalent velocity gauge (VG) counterpart. This Hamiltonian
includes the unperturbed Hamiltonian plus an interaction part,
which is given by a series of commutators between the position
and unperturbed Hamiltonian [33,42]. In the IPA limit, the
series can be truncated to the first two terms if the canonical
commutator relation between position r̂ and momentum p̂ is
used, i.e., [r̂,p̂] = ih̄I, where I denotes the unit tensor [33].
This leads to the conventional VG (CVG) interaction given by
eA · p̂/m + e2A2/2m, whereA is the vector potential. For an
infinite periodic system, the calculation using this interaction
has the advantage over the LG that it avoids using the ill-defined
matrix elements of position and uses only the well-defined
momentum ones. Nonetheless, the price paid for calculating
the optical response in the CVG is that a large number of
bands is typically required to obtain an acceptable result
[40]. Thus, if an insufficient number of bands is used in the
calculations, the response functions computed in the CVG may
suffer from the well-known zero-frequency divergences [3], or
even become entirely incorrect. For instance, the even-order
responses obtained within a two-band model are identically
zero due to the time-reversal symmetry [9,40]. In contrast, if
the exact series of commutators is used for the VG interaction,
the LG and VG results become identical regardless of the
number of bands in the calculations [42]. However, one of
the most important strengths of the VG, which is its simple
implementation, is utterly lost.
Including the electron-hole interaction complicates the
optical response calculation dramatically, which compels us
to introduce additional approximations such as the mean-field
approximation (MFA) to solve the many-body problem. Within
the MFA, the Hamiltonian becomes effectively nonlocal due to
2469-9950/2018/97(20)/205432(11) 205432-1 ©2018 American Physical Society
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the Coulomb term. Despite the nonlocality of the Hamiltonian,
the MFA theory has been shown to be formally invariant under
the gauge transformation [32]. Nonetheless, the meaning of the
gauge freedom in the excitonic optical response calculation is
not fully understood. For instance, using the CVG interaction,
as in Refs. [31] and [43], results in an incorrect excitonic
optical response regardless of the basis completeness, as will
be demonstrated in Sec. II C. In addition to the gauge freedom,
it is well known that the optical response can be computed in
two ways: direct evaluation of the current density and via the
time derivative of the polarization density [19,40]. Similarly
to the equivalence of the two gauges, these two approaches
should, in principle, be equivalent but may generate different
results when excitons are considered [19]. Therefore, four
formally equivalent but computationally different methods for
obtaining the optical response are available, which consist of
the combinations of two choices of gauge, i.e., LG and VG,
and two ways of computing the current density, directly and
indirectly via the polarization density.
In the present work, we investigate systematically the
influence of the chosen gauge and observable on the excitonic
linear and nonlinear optical response. We develop a practi-
cal framework for calculating the multiband semiconductor
response by adopting a many-body density-matrix approach
within the MFA. Employing a perturbative solution for the
density matrix, the expressions of the first- and second-order
response functions are derived. Using this framework, we show
that (1) the excitonic responses obtained using the four above-
mentioned alternatives are identical regardless of the number
of bands in the calculations if the VG interaction is written
as the commutator series of the position and unperturbed
Hamiltonian; (2) despite the equivalence of the four methods,
it is simpler to derive the conductivity expressions and perform
the calculations in the LG approaches compared to their VG
counterparts, particularly in the case of nonlinear responses;
(3) the excitonic response computed using the CVG interaction
is not reliable in the MFA even if a complete basis is employed
for the calculations, since the MFA Hamiltonian includes an
effective nonlocal potential; (4) the response generated by
the CVG and VG becomes identical if a complete basis set
is used and the Coulomb interaction is neglected. We apply
the proposed theory to hBN monolayers as a case study and
confirm the validity of the theoretical framework through
numerical simulations.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the theoretical framework for
calculating the excitonic optical response of periodic systems.
We begin by introducing the equation of motion for the density
matrix. Then, using a perturbative solution of the dynamical
equations, the linear and second-order optical conductivities
are derived for all methods. Finally, the equivalence of response
functions obtained by these different methods is discussed. It
should noted that throughout the text, all vectors and tensors
are indicated by bold letters, and the single-particle/many-
body operators and matrix elements are denoted by lower-
case/uppercase letters, respectively.
A. Dynamical equation
The many-body Hamiltonian of a system of electrons under
the influence of an external perturbation is written in second
quantization as


















where ĉ and ĉ† are the fermionic annihilation and creation
operators, respectively, and Ĥ0, V̂ , and Û (t) are the single-
electron, Coulomb potential, and time-dependent interaction
parts, respectively. Ĥ0 ≡ Ĥ0 + V̂ is the total unperturbed
Hamiltonian. For simplicity, the spin-orbit coupling is ne-
glected here. Note that the Hamiltonian Ĥ here is written in
the single-particle basis |n〉, i.e., ĥ0|n〉 = ε0n|n〉, with ĥ0 the
unperturbed Hamiltonian of a single electron, and the matrix
elements of the external potential read ukl(t) ≡ 〈k|û(t)|l〉,
where û(t) is the interaction potential of an individual
electron.
The dynamical behavior of the system is then studied by
employing a density-matrix approach, for which we follow the
procedure outlined in Ref. [19] and explained in Appendix A.
Within the MFA, the equation of motion for the density
matrix, ρji(t) ≡ 〈ψ0|ĉ†i ĉj |ψ0〉, is derived as shown in Eq. (A1).
Here, |ψ0〉 is the many-body ground state, in which all the
valence states are occupied. For the special case of periodic
systems, the single-particle basis states are of the Bloch form
〈r|nk〉 = A−1/2eik·rϕnk(r), where A, ϕnk(r), n, and k are the
crystal volume, cell-periodic part, band index, and wave vector,
respectively. For a general single-particle operator ô, we denote
single-particle matrix elements by onmk ≡ 〈nk|ô|mk〉, such
as pnmk for the momentum. In the Bloch basis, the equation
of motion for the density matrix ρjik is given in Eq. (A2),
which can be solved perturbatively up to any required order of
perturbation. The solutions for the first and second order are
presented in Eqs. (A7a)–(A7e). These expressions are obtained
in the so-called Tamm-Dancoff approximation [14,15], where
the coupling between off-diagonal elements ρcvk and ρvck is
ignored (the indices c and v imply conduction and valence
bands, respectively). Upon determining the density matrix, the
expectation value of any observable of the system is found
using Eqs. (A9a) and (A9b) in Appendix A.
B. Linear and quadratic optical response
The optical response is calculated as the induced current
density inside the material owing to the interaction with
an external electromagnetic field. Throughout this work, the






where the p summation is performed over both positive
and negative frequencies. Note that we neglect the spatial
variation of the field, i.e., a long-wavelength regime is assumed.
On the other hand, the form of time-dependent interaction
Û (t) depends on the choice of gauge. In the LG, ÛLG(t) =
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TABLE I. Four equivalent methods (A–D) for computing the
current-density response and their respective labels. For comparison
purposes, the conventional velocity gauge method is also shown and
labeled by C ′. Here, R̂, P̂, E , and A represent the many-body position
operator, many-body momentum operator, electric field, and vector
potential, respectively, g = 2 for spin degeneracy, and gN is the
total number of electrons. ̂ denotes the Heisenberg momentum
operator defined as h̄̂ ≡ im[Ĥ0,R̂], where Ĥ0 is the unperturbed
Hamiltonian.
Label Û (t) ∝ J(t) ∝
A R̂ · E 〈̂〉
B R̂ · E ∂〈R̂〉/∂t
C A · ̂ + e[A · R̂,A · ̂]/2ih̄ 〈̂ + e[A · R̂,̂]/ih̄〉
D A · ̂ + e[A · R̂,A · ̂]/2ih̄ ∂〈R̂〉/∂t
C ′ A · P̂ + egNA2/2 〈P̂ + egNA〉
eR̂ · E(t), where R̂ denotes the many-body position opera-
tor. In the CVG, the interaction reads ÛCVG(t) = e(A · P̂ +
egNA2/2)/m, where gN and P̂ are the total number of
electrons and many-body momentum operator, respectively,
and g = 2 accounts for the spin degeneracy. Moreover, the
vector potentialA is mapped toE viaE = −∂A/∂t . When the
electron-hole interaction is considered in the MFA, an effective
nonlocal potential is introduced in the unperturbed Hamilto-
nian, which puts the validity of ÛCVG(t) into question [32,33].
In this case, it has been shown in Refs. [44] and [33] that the
(correct) VG interaction should instead be written as a series of
commutators. Up to the second order inA, the interaction reads
ÛVG(t) = e(A · ̂ + e[A · R̂,A · ̂]/2ih̄)/m, where h̄̂ ≡
im[Ĥ0,R̂] = h̄P̂. We refer to ̂ as the Heisenberg momentum
operator, since it is proportional to the time derivative of the
position operator (or velocity [33]) in the Heisenberg picture,
i.e., dR̂/dt = i[Ĥ0,R̂]/h̄.
In addition to the gauge freedom, it is possible to cal-
culate the optical response either by evaluating directly the
expectation value of the current-density operator, J(t) ≡
〈Ĵ〉, or by computing the time derivative of the expectation
value of the polarization density operator, J(t) ≡ ∂P(t)/∂t =
∂〈P̂〉/∂t [19,40]. The many-body current and polarization
density operators read Ĵ = −e̂/(mA) and P̂ = −eR̂/A,
respectively, and the expectation values of the operators are
determined by employing the density matrix as discussed in
Sec. II A. Note that the current-density operator in the VG
includes an extra diamagnetic term and reads Ĵ = −e(̂ −
e[A · R̂,̂]/ih̄)/(mA). Hence, a total of four alternatives
for computing the optical response are possible, which are
formed by the combination of two gauges and two ways of
evaluating the current-density response as labeled in Table I.
For comparison purposes, we include the CVG labeled by C ′,
where ÛCVG(t) is used as the interaction Hamiltonian. Note
that hereafter, the normalized position operators x̂ and X̂ are
used for convenience, which are defined as x̂ ≡ mr̂/h̄, and
similarly for the many-body operator X̂ ≡ mR̂/h̄. Using the
normalized position, the many-body canonical commutator
relation becomes [X̂,P̂] = igNmI.






σ (1)(ωp)E(ωp)e−iωpt , (3)
where the optical conductivity (OC) tensors σ (1)(ωp) for the

























































n/mN , and T de-
notes transposition. En is the exciton energy obtained by
solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE), i.e., Heh|ψ (n)〉 =
En|ψ (n)〉, with Heh given in Eq. (A5). In addition, n =
−iEnXn due to the definition of Heisenberg momentum ̂,












where ψ (n)cvk = 〈vk→ck|ψ (n)〉 is the exciton projection onto
a singlet band-to-band transition, and the summation over






Dk (D = 2 for 2D materials). Note
that Pn, Xn, and n are indeed the matrix elements of the
many-body momentum, position, and Heisenberg momentum
operators between the ground state |ψ0〉 and excited state
|ψ (n)〉, respectively.





σ (2)(ωp,ωq)E(ωp)E(ωq)e−i(ωp+ωq )t , (6)
where σ (2)(ωp,ωq) are rank-3 conductivity tensors given for
the five methods in Eqs. (B1a)–(B1e). The conductivities are
written in terms of matrix elements for transition between two
excitons n and m denoted by Onm = 〈ψ (n)|Ô|ψ (m)〉 such as
Xnm. We note that expressions for optical susceptibilities χ
can readily be derived from their corresponding conductivi-
ties by ε0χ (1) ≡ iσ (1)/ωp and ε0χ (2) ≡ iσ (2)/(ωp + ωq). The
derivation of the quadratic conductivity tensor in the CVG,
i.e., Eq. (B1e), is a rather straightforward problem, since it
only contains the well-defined matrix elements of momentum.
In contrast, the intraband part of the single-particle position
operator appearing in Xnm, Eq. (B2b), is ill defined inherently
for infinite periodic systems.
205432-3
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In spite of the problems associated with the position opera-
tor, it has been shown in Ref. [4] that the optical response can
be computed by separating formally the interband and intra-
band parts of the position matrix elements, i.e., 〈nk|x̂|mk〉 =
〈nk|x̂(i)|mk〉δnm + 〈nk|x̂(e)|mk〉(1 − δnm). The interband part
is simply related to the momentum matrix element [9], whereas




〈nk|[x̂(i),ô]|mk〉 = i(onmk);k, (7a)
(onmk);k ≡ ∇konmk − i[nnk − mmk]onmk. (7b)
Here, (onmk);k is the generalized derivative written in terms of





(Auc is the unit-cell volume). By employing this technique, the
interband/intraband parts of the position operator in Xnm are
separated. This separation leads to Xnm = Ynm + mQnm/h̄,
where Ynm [see Eq. (B3a)] and Qnm [see Eq. (B3b)] are
the interband and intraband parts of excitonic position matrix
elements, respectively. Therefore, the quadratic conductivities
in Eqs. (B1a)–(B1d) consist of two distinct blocks: an interband
contribution (terms including Ynm) and an intraband part
(terms containing Qnm). Despite the seemingly distinct appear-
ance of Eqs. (B1a)–(B1d), they are equivalent as illustrated
analytically in Sec. II C and numerically in Sec. III. We note
that the VG quadratic conductivities computed using ÛVG
require the evaluation of Qnm, i.e., the generalized derivative,
which is in contrast to the CVG using ÛCVG. Hence, the main
advantage of performing computation in the VG, which is the
absence of the generalized derivative, is lost if ÛVG is used.
In fact, computing the nonlinear conductivities in the VG with
the correct interaction Hamiltonian, i.e., tensors labeled by C
and D, is more complicated than the LG approaches due to the
presence of several extra terms in the conductivity expressions
[cf. Eqs. (B1c) and (B1d)]. This becomes even more difficult
in higher-order nonlinear responses due to additional terms in
the interaction Hamiltonian and observable. Finally, as will
be emphasized in Sec. III, a dense k-vector grid is typically
essential in order to eliminate the apparent zero-frequency
divergence of σ C(2) and σD(2).
C. Gauge invariance
It is straightforward to show that the initial dynamical equa-
tion for the density matrix in the MFA, i.e., Eq. (A1), behaves
in a gauge-independent manner. Therefore it is expected that
the ultimate expressions for the linear and nonlinear optical
response, i.e., Eqs. (4) and (B1), are equivalent. Indeed, we
demonstrate in this section that the expressions obtained by
methods A–D are equivalent. Regarding the CVG approach
using ÛCVG, i.e., tensors labeled by C ′, we show that they are
generally different from the rest.
First, let us focus on the tensors labeled A–D. Beginning
with the linear response, it is obvious that the OC tensors
obtained using methods A, B, and D are indeed identical,
since n = −iEnXn. For the method C, the denominators in
Eq. (4c) are decomposed using a partial fraction expansion and
rewritten as 1/h̄ω(h̄ω ± En) = ±1/En(h̄ω ± En) ∓ 1/h̄ωEn.
The terms due to 1/En(h̄ω ± En) form a conductivity identical
to the σB(1), whereas the remaining terms are canceled by
the diamagnetic contribution. Therefore, σ C(1) = σB(1), and all
four methods become equivalent.
Proceeding to the second-order response, hereafter for sim-
plicity we limit our analysis to the second-harmonic generation
(SHG) process, i.e., ωp = ωq ≡ ω. However, the conclusions
are generally valid for other second-order processes. The SHG
conductivities obtained in the LG, i.e., σA(2) and σB(2), are
related to each other via




(h̄ω + En)(h̄ω + Em) . (8)
This is seen by rewriting the frequency-dependent terms
in σB(2), e.g., 2h̄ω/(2h̄ω − En) = 1 + En/(2h̄ω − En). The
extra term on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) can be shown to
vanish by exchanging the dummy indices,m ↔ n, and noticing
that nm = ∗mn = −mn due to the time-reversal symmetry
(see Appendix B). For the SHG conductivities in the VG, i.e.,
σ C(2) and σD(2), it is straightforward to show that





× (2h̄ω + Em − En)
(h̄ω + En)(h̄ω + Em) , (9a)




(h̄ω + En)(h̄ω + Em) . (9b)
To derive these relations, the frequency-dependent fractions
of Eqs. (B1c) and (B1d) have been rewritten using the same
technique as employed for deriving Eq. (8). For Eq. (9a),
as well as Eq. (9b), the second term on the right-hand side
vanishes due to the time-reversal symmetry as in Eq. (8). So,
despite the fact that σA(2), σB(2), σ C(2), and σD(2) differ in form,
they are equivalent regardless of the number of bands used in
the calculation. In particular, we note that the zero-frequency
divergences of σ C(2) and σD(2) are only apparent.
Now, let us focus on the CVG, i.e., tensors labeled by
C ′. One can show that the conductivity tensors obtained by
method C ′ using Eqs. (4e) and (B1e) include several additional
nonvanishing terms compared to the other four methods. Here,
we demonstrate this fact for the linear response function,
Eq. (4e), but the same conclusion can be drawn for the quadratic
response, Eq. (B1e). Using Eq. (A5a), it is straightforward to
show that









c′v′k′ Wc′v′k′,cvkxv′c′k′ . The value of Fn depends
on the strength of the electron-hole interaction, and, hence,
vanishes when excitonic effects are ignored. Thus, if Pn in
Eq. (4e) is replaced by n + iFn, we obtain σ C ′(1) = σ C(1) +
“extra term,” where the “extra term” depends on the value
of Fn. We confirm numerically that this term is generally
nonzero and contributes to the conductivityσ C
′(1), which makes
it different from the other four methods. Indeed, we will
demonstrate numerically in Sec. III that by decreasing the
effect of the Coulomb potential and including more bands in the
205432-4
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calculation the “extra term” contributes less and, hence, σ C
′(1)
converges toward σA(1)−σD(1). The same behavior should
follow for the nonlinear responses obtained using the CVG
interaction. This is readily seen by noticing that nm = i(En −
Em)Xnm = Pnm + iFnm, where Fnm has a complicated form
written in terms of Wc′v′k′,cvk, analogous to Eq. (10). Hence, it is
straightforward to confirm that σ C
′(2) = σ C(2) + “extra term,”
where the nonvanishing “extra term” here is a function of both
Fn and Fnm.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we apply the proposed theory to compute the
excitonic optical response of hBN monolayers and compare
the calculated OC and SHG spectra generated by the five
methods of Table I. The single-particle band structure and
required matrix elements are obtained from an empirical pseu-
dopotential Hamiltonian [2]. This approach, which accurately
reproduces the low-energy properties of hBN monolayers,
allows us to have access to a large number of bands. The
pseudopotential parametrization is reported in our previous
work (see Ref. [40]). For the present numerical examples, we
have used 85 reciprocal lattice vectors in the pseudopotential
implementation, which generates a total of 85 bands including
one valence (the band with lowest energy) and 84 conduction
bands. In our numerical implementation, we assume that
the eigenenergies obtained by the pseudopotential correspond
to the quasiparticle energies, and the pseudopotential wave
functions are used for computing all matrix elements. For
instance, the interband position matrix elements are obtained
using i(εnk − εmk)〈nk|x̂(e)|mk〉 = 〈nk|p̂|mk〉, where εnk and
|mk〉 are the pseudopotential energies and wave functions,
respectively. Out of the 85 available bands, only the Nb  2
lowest bands are included in the calculations. To ensure a
proper convergence of the results, more than 11 000 k points







FIG. 1. Excitonic OC spectrum of hBN monolayer obtained by
methods A–D (blue) and C ′ (red) for Nb = 2. The values are normal-
ized to σ1 ≡ e2/4h̄ = 6.0853 × 10−5 S. For comparison purposes,
the OC spectrum without excitonic effects found in method A is











FIG. 2. Excitonic OC spectrum of hBN monolayer obtained by
methods A–D (blue) and C ′ (red) for different values of εs and Nb.
Top panel: εs = 10 (solid) and εs = 100 (dashed) for Nb = 2. Bottom
panel: Nb = 2 (solid) and Nb = 5 (dashed) for εs = 100. Here, the
line-shape broadening is set to η = 0.1 eV, and the OC values are
normalized to σ1 (see Fig. 1 caption). The black dotted lines mark
h̄ω = {Eg,EvH}.
are used for discretizing the first BZ. A lattice constant of
a = 2.51 Å is assumed, and the quasiparticle band gap and van
Hove transition energies are Eg = 7.78 eV and EvH = 9.04 eV,
respectively. Due to the symmetry of the honeycomb lattice in
hBN monolayers, it is sufficient to study only the diagonal
components of the conductivity tensors, i.e., σ (1)xx and σ
(2)
xxx
[9]. Finally, the line-shape broadening is accounted for by
adding a small phenomenological imaginary part, iη, to the
frequency, i.e., ω → ω + iη. We set η = 0.05 eV for Figs. 1
and 3, whereas it is increased to η = 0.1 eV for Fig. 2 to ensure
sufficiently smooth curves.
It is well known that for a realistic description of the
exciton spectrum of 2D materials, the Coulomb potential
should be accurately screened. However, the screening is not
properly included in the MFA and, hence, it is introduced
phenomenologically [45]. In the present work, we use the
Keldysh potential for the direct Coulomb interaction, which
is a widely accepted form of the screened potential for 2D
materials [21,26,46–48]. In real space, the Keldysh potential
is given by
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where C0 ≡ e2/4πε0, r = |r|, and H0 and Y0 are the Struve
function and Bessel function of the second type, respectively.
The two parameters εs and r0 are the substrate screening
and screening length, respectively, which are set to εs = 1
and r0 = 10 Å for freely suspended hBN monolayers [21].
The Fourier transform of the Keldysh potential reads Vd (q) ≡
C02π/q(εs + r0q), which is used for obtaining the Coulomb
matrix elements according to Eq. (A3). The summation over
G in Eq. (A3) is truncated to the seven smallest reciprocal
vectors, since the impact of larger Gs becomes negligible.
Regarding the exchange terms, we neglect them due to their
minor impact on the results [48]. We note that the screening of
the Coulomb potential influences the shape of the spectrum, yet
our conclusions concerning gauge invariance are independent
of the screening model.
Figure 1 shows |σ (1)xx | of suspended hBN monolayers versus
frequency obtained using Eqs. (4a)–(4e) for Nb = 2. For
comparison purposes, we also plot the OC computed in the
IPA limit simply by increasing the screening, i.e., εs → ∞.
Without excitons, the response shows the expected features
associated with the band gap and van Hove singularity [9]. In
contrast, including the excitonic effects dramatically changes
the spectrum by introducing a strong peak below the band
gap at approximately 5.95 eV due to the fundamental exciton,
while several other strong peaks are formed due to higher-order
excitons. The excitonic OC spectrum is in good qualitative
agreement with the previous results for hBN monolayers in
Refs. [49], [50], and [19].
Now, let us focus on the differences between the excitonic
responses computed by the five methods. The results in Fig. 1
confirm that the spectra generated by methods A–D are nu-
merically identical, whereas the spectrum obtained by method
C ′ is considerably different. For instance, σ C ′(1) suffers from
a zero-frequency divergence, in contrast to the divergence-
free σA(1) to σD(1). In addition, method C ′ overestimates the
magnitude of the response function substantially over the
whole frequency range. For any finite Coulomb screening εs ,
the differences between σ C
′(1) and σA(1)-σD(1) persist, and they
do not disappear even for a complete basis set. Nonetheless, for
a very large screening value, the disagreement between C ′ and
A–D diminishes by including more bands in the calculation,
as discussed in Sec. II C. This is illustrated quantitatively in
Fig. 2, where the OC spectra computed by methods A−-D
and C ′ are displayed for two representative values of substrate
screening, namely, εs = {10,100}, with Nb = 2 in the top
panel. In the bottom panel of Fig. 2, we plot the same spectra
for the larger screening value, i.e., εs = 100, with Nb = 2
and Nb = 5. Increasing Nb from 2 to 5 barely influences the
response generated by methods A–D, whereas the results of
method C ′ differ considerably. Furthermore, the OC obtained
by the CVG, i.e., σ C
′(1), converges toward the results generated
by other methods if both the screening and basis set size is
increased, which is in agreement with the IPA results reported
in Ref. [40].
Proceeding to the nonlinear response, Fig. 3 illustrates the
SHG conductivities computed by methods A–D and C ′ for two
representative sizes of the basis set, Nb = 2 in the top panel and
Nb = 4 in the bottom one. The SHG conductivities obtained in
the IPA limit are also depicted for comparison. These responses











FIG. 3. Excitonic SHG spectrum of hBN monolayer obtained
from methods A,B (blue solid lines), C (green circles), D (magenta
crosses), and C ′ (red solid lines) for Nb = 2 (top panel) and Nb =
4 (bottom panel). The values are normalized to σ2 ≡ e3a/4γ0h̄ =
6.559 × 10−15 S mV−1, where we set γ0 = 2.33 eV. For comparison
purposes, the SHG conductivity spectrum of method A in the IPA
(filled light blue) is also shown. The dotted lines from the left
to right indicate 2h̄ω = Eg , 2h̄ω = EvH, h̄ω = Eg , and h̄ω = EvH,
respectively.
result, the spectrum shows the features associated with 2h̄ω ≈
{Eg,EvH} and h̄ω ≈ {Eg,EvH}. Including more bands in the
calculations barely changes the low-frequency resonances at
2h̄ω ≈ {Eg,EvH}, whereas it enhances the high-frequency
resonances mainly due to an interband contribution caused by
higher conduction bands [40]. Adding excitons to the SHG
response leads to a strong modification of the spectrum similar
to the linear response, e.g., several strong resonances are
formed by excitons at frequencies below {Eg/2,Eg} [19,23].
Focusing on the excitonic SHG responses, the results show
that the LG conductivities are numerically identical for both
values of Nb, i.e., σA(2)xxx = σB(2)xxx . In addition, the conductivities
computed in the VG with the correct interaction Hamiltonian,
i.e., tensors labeled by C and D, essentially agree with the cal-





xxx at low frequencies are mainly due to the BZ
discretization and diminish by using a finer k mesh. In partic-
ular, the zero-frequency divergences of methods C and D are
only apparent. In contrast, the SHG responses found by method
C ′ do not agree with the other four methods for both values of
Nb. In particular, σ C
′(2)
xxx varies dramatically when more bands
are included in the calculations, and the result for Nb = 2 is
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highly inaccurate. In addition, even for Nb = 4, method C ′
overestimates the magnitudes of both ω and 2ω resonances by
roughly a factor of 2. Nonetheless, method C ′ converges toward
the conductivities computed by the other methods if εs → ∞
and Nb → ∞, similarly to the OC responses discussed before.
Summarizing, the excitonic SHG conductivities obtained using
Eqs. (B1a)–(B1d) are equivalent regardless of the number of
bands in the calculations, whereas the SHG response computed
by the CVG, i.e., Eq. (B1e), does not agree with the rest even
for a complete basis set.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have theoretically investigated the gauge
invariance of linear and nonlinear optical responses when
excitonic effects are included. The expressions for conductivity
tensors were derived rigorously in the density-matrix frame-
work within the MFA for a multiband semiconductor. We have
considered four distinct theoretical approaches derived from
the combination of two choices of gauge and two ways of
evaluating the current density, i.e., directly or via the polar-
ization. We have shown both analytically and numerically that
by using the correct interaction Hamiltonian and observable in
the VG, both the linear and quadratic responses obtained by
the four methods become identical. The correct interaction in
VG should be written in terms of the Heisenberg momentum
̂, defined as the commutator of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
and position operators. Despite the equivalence of the four
methods, computing the conductivities in the LG, i.e., tensors
labeled with A and B, is more straightforward than the VG,
i.e., tensors labeled with C and D. Finally, the excitonic optical
responses generated by the CVG interaction, i.e., tensors
labeled with C ′, do not agree with the other methods, since
̂ is generally different from the momentum operator P̂ when
electron-hole interaction is included. The present formalism
can readily be extended to generate gauge-invariant responses
for higher-order nonlinear processes.
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APPENDIX A: EQUATION OF MOTION AND ITS PERTURBATIVE SOLUTION
Here, we review the derivation of the dynamical equation for the density matrix and present its perturbative solution up to the
second order. Our starting point is the many-body Hamiltonian in second quantization, Eq. (1). In the Heisenberg picture and







(Vmlni − Vlmni)(ρnl − δmiδnlδlv)ρjm −
∑
lmn




(ujlρli − uliρjl), (A1)
where εji ≡ εj − εi and the quasiparticle energies εi ≡ ε0i +
∑
l(Vilil − Villi)δlv are introduced, with the Kronecker delta serving
to count occupied states only.
For the special case of Bloch states, each index should run over both band index and wave vector. To proceed, we assume that
the density matrix is diagonal with respect to the wave vector, i.e., ρjkj iki ≡ ρjiki δki ,kj [19], since the diagonal part of the density


















× (ρnlk′ − δmj δnlδlv)ρmik =
∑
l
(ujlkρlik − ulikρjlk), (A2)
where εjik ≡ εjk − εik, and the extra factors of g appear due to the spin degeneracy of singlet states [12]. The direct and exchange













ak(r)ϕck′ (r) exp(iG ·
r)dDr are introduced. In Eq. (A3),Vd andVx on the right-hand side are the Fourier transforms of the direct and exchange Coulomb
potential, respectively. Note that the long-range contribution of the exchange part, i.e., G = 0, is removed [16,22,30].
The equation of motion for ρjik(t), Eq. (A2), is solved perturbatively by iteration to any order of perturbation, i.e., ρjik(t) =∑
N ρ
(N)
jik (t). The unperturbed solution, i.e., ρ
(0)
jik, for the case of cold clean semiconductors is given by ρ
(0)
vv′k = δvv′ and ρ(0)cc′k =
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ρ
(0)
cvk = ρ(0)vck = 0. To the first order, ρ(1)cc′k ≈ 0 and ρ(1)vv′k ≈ 0, i.e., the field-induced changes in the band occupation are negligible
















v′c′k′ = u(1)cvk(t), (A4)
where u(1)cvk(t) is the first-order contribution of the perturbation, and Hcvk,c′v′k′ and Tcvk,c′v′k′ are defined as
Hcvk,c′v′k′ ≡ εcvkδc,c′δv,v′δk,k′ + 1
A
[
gVxcv′vc′ (k,k′) − Vdcv′c′v(k,k′)







Similarly, the equation of motion for ρ(1)vck is found by taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (A4). One may solve the full coupled
set of equations for ρ(1)cvk and ρ
(1)
vck. However, the Tcvk,c′v′k′ terms can be ignored due to their small magnitude when compared to
Hcvk,c′v′k′ , because |Ick,vk′ |  |Ick,c′k′ |,|Ivk,v′k′ |. This leads to the decoupling of ρ(1)cvk and ρ(1)vck equations, which is known as the
Tamm-Dancoff approximation [14,15]. Going one step further, the dynamical equations for the second-order density matrix in








































































































where u(2)cvk(t) is the second-order contribution to the perturbation. Similarly, the equation of motion for ρ
(2)
vck(t) is obtained by
taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (A6a).
The set of nonhomogeneous equations of motion for the density matrix, Eqs. (A4) and (A6), can be solved by employing the
Green’s functions as explained in Ref. [19]. This is done by diagonalizing the matrix Heh given in Eq. (A5a), i.e., Heh|ψ (n)〉 =
En|ψ (n)〉, which is essentially the well-known BSE. Here, En and |ψ (n)〉 are the exciton energies and eigenstates, which are
written in the basis of vertical transitions from valence to conduction bands, i.e., |ψ (n)〉 = ∑cvk ψ (n)cvk|vk→ck〉. To continue, we
consider an interaction potential of the form Û (t) ≡ Û (1)S(t) + Û (2)S2(t), where S(t) is given as a set of time-harmonic terms,
S(t) ≡ 1/2 ∑p S(ωp)e−iωpt . Thus, the solutions of Eqs. (A4) and (A6) read
ρ
(1)
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Note that Un, Ūn are the matrix elements between the ground state and exciton eigenstates, i.e., Un = 〈ψ0|Û (1)|ψ (n)〉, Ūn =
〈ψ0|Û (2)|ψ (n)〉, and Unm corresponds to a matrix element between two exciton eigenstates, i.e., Unm = 〈ψ (n)|Û (1)|ψ (m)〉. The
second-order density matrix oscillates at frequency ω2, which describes various second-order processes such as SHG (ωp = ωq)
or optical rectification (ωp = −ωq).
Upon obtaining the density matrix, the expectation value of any one-body operator, i.e., an operator that acts on individual
electrons, is determined straightforwardly. In second quantization, a one-body operator is given by Ô = ∑kl okl ĉ†kĉl , and its
expectation value reads 〈Ô〉 = ∑kl oklρlk = tr{ôρ̂}. The operator Ô is assumed to contain a time-independent part Ô(0), and a
part that is first order in the perturbative field Ô(1)S(t), i.e., Ô ≡ Ô(0) + Ô(1)S(t). Thus, the first- and second-order macroscopic
responses of a system measured by Ô read





































































where the matrix elements of many-body observables On, Ōn, and Onm are defined analogous to their interaction counterpart,










































APPENDIX B: QUADRATIC OPTICAL RESPONSE










(h̄ω2 + En)(h̄ωq + Em) −
XnnmX∗m












(h̄ω2 + En)(h̄ωq + Em) −
XnXnmX∗m
(h̄ωq + En)(h̄ωp − Em)
]
, (B1b)

















































(h̄ω2 + En)(h̄ωq + Em) −
nXnm∗m
























(h̄ω2 + En)(h̄ωq + Em) −
PnPnmP∗m
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where Cee ≡ ge3h̄2/(m3A), An ≡ 〈ψ0|[X̂,̂]|ψ (n)〉 =
∑
m(Xmmn − mXmn), nm = i(En − Em)Xnm, and Pnm and Xnm are





































Evaluating the momentum matrix elements Pnm is rather straightforward, whereas the matrix elements of the ill-defined
position operator in Xnm should be separated to its interband and intraband parts as outlined in Sec. II B. Hence, we split the
summations in this expression into two distinct contributions: Xnm = Ynm + mQnm/h̄, where Ynm and Qnm contain the interband












































In the last line, the rule (rcck − rvvk)ψ (m)cvk = i[ψ (m)cvk];k has been used [40].
Time-reversal symmetry in periodic systems is extremely useful and allows one to choose the phase such that ψ (n)cv(−k) = ψ (n)∗cvk ,
xnm(−k) = x∗mnk, and pnm(−k) = −p∗mnk. With this choice of phase, one can show that Pn = −P∗n,n = −∗n, Xn = X∗n, An = −A∗n,
Ynm = Y∗nm, Qnm = Q∗nm, Pnm = −P∗nm, and nm = −∗nm [19]. These relations can be used to simplify the expressions of
conductivity tensors, which are generally valid for any other phase choice, since all expressions should be independent of the
chosen phase.
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